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What is it? This activity is a “spatial survey” that 
can be used to understand ideas and experiences 
of young children.  They may not be able to verbally 
express themselves, so this tool is a suggestion 
of a designing activity that you could run with 
the youngest participants. It consists of a set of 
design-focused questions that you discuss with 
children living or playing in the space your project 
is targeting (nursery, home, park).

How to use it? This tool is about exploring design 
ideas with children by asking them to test through 
experience/movement and select (vote) for 
options. Depending on the age of children, prepare 
either (1) boards with questions on which they 
could vote with stickers (older children that can 
read, bigger group of children), or (2) small emotion 
boards for every child (younger children that can’t 
read, medium group size such as a nursery group). 
For either of the two options, think carefully about 
1-5 places where you want to explore design ideas. 
In each place, formulate a set of questions you want 
to explore with children. Think of the question that 
would guide the design of a policy, urban furniture, 
public place or a service.  
Use photographs and videos to document children’s 
answers.

Keep in mind: When you collect the results, try 
interpreting them with caregivers (teachers, 
parents, older siblings) that were present during 
the activity, or that came to collect their children 
afterwards. This will help you to make sense of the 
answers collected. If you have noticed anything 
unusual or something that particularly attracted 
your attention, bring it up in the discussion with 
their caregivers, asking for support from competent 
professionals if needed.
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See how Espacio Ludico designed the Playful Survey in the square that is in the focus 
of their project proposal “Sensing the City” in Montevideo, Uruguay (October 2022):

Huasipichanga designed emotion boards using paper 
plates, and asked children to test design ideas for 
the “School into Nature” project proposal in Cuenca, 
Ecuador (October 2022):
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